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“European licentiousness, commercial frauds,
pride of the white caste are too familiar to the natives...”

[Anonymous]. What shall we do with the Musulmans? By a friend
to Muhammadans but not to Muhammadanism.
, [Calcutta], Sanders, Cones & Co.
First edition. 8vo (20.5 x 13 cm), pp.10. Disbound. First page a little soiled, last page with a small
ink blot. [204369]
£475

A remarkable pamphlet written by an anonymous Englishman, perhaps a
missionary, at Calcutta, denouncing the failures of British policy in India in
light of 1857’s bloody events. The author asks three questions: “Are the
Musulmans incapable of improvement?... Are the Musulmans to have only
coercion, no enlightenment?... Are the Musulmans to be excluded from all
knowledge unless they acquire it through the English language?”
The answers are scathing: British missionaries with poor Urdu are incapable
of addressing local religious controversies, the British policy of educational
segregation and maintenance of a traditional Muslim curriculum is
pernicious, and the temptation to repress Indian Muslims after 1857 is futile.
“The Musulmans.. in Bengal.. are on religious and political grounds
inveterate foes to British supremacy in India; all their recollections of the
past, and the mental atmosphere with which they are surrounded, tend to
perpetuate those feelings of hostility... Shall our policy towards them, as
many advocate, be only the sword and nothing but the sword - coercion, no
enlightenment -... and let them see that they have nothing to expect from
England, but a state of semi-slavery.”
British policy in Ireland over the previous three centuries is the author’s
stinging example of the inevitable failure of a coercive policy while the
successful integration of Irish Catholic émigrés to the largely Protestant
United States is cited as a positive example.
In the author’s words: “The Musulman must be convinced of the
superiority of the European not by mere words or by tracts, in many cases
so badly written and unadapted as to be scarcely worth the value of the
paper they are written on - but by deeds. European licentiousness,
commercial frauds, pride of the white caste are too familiar to the natives...”
[We locate copies at the British Library and Bibliothèque nationale de France.]
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“if you wish to study Indians, you should travel by rail”

[Anonymous] “Simple Soul”. Scenes and scraps from sunny Sindh
(India). By a simple soul.
, Karachi, printed at the “Mercantile” Steam Press.
First edition. 8vo (21 x 13.5 cm), pp.[vi], 74, 6 leaves of photographic plates. Bound in original
green wrappers. Spine torn, but holding. Upper wrapper inscribed “Copyright”. [74188]
£500

A British woman’s satirical survey of India, written under the title “India as
seen by a fool” but amended by the anonymous author because “it was
rather a slap at my sex to allow that there was a fool in their midst, just
when they are doing their utmost to show that they are... as well able to
govern, fight and do whatever is necessary in Parliament as the men.” She
wrote after “a short stay of fourteen years” in India. The book was was
published in Karachi, and the photographic illustrations suggest she spent
much time in Sind. The text is composed of small anecdotes of Indian life
and types, arranged into chapters: “India in general;” “Life in the city;” “Life
in a village;” “The servants;” “Dogs and four feet in general;” “Railways,
beggars, &c.” The illustrations are after the author’s own photographs, with
camels being transported by train, rail passengers cooling their feet, and
beds stored in the street for the day.
Many of the anecdotes relay the results of linguistic confusion: a European
woman ordering “charpoy” (a bed) for her visitors, rather than “cha” (tea),
or the time the author was “asked by the cook if we would like “Cake root”
for breakfast. We wondered what this new dish would be like, and were not
a little disappointed to find it was only Quaker Oats.”
The final chapter concludes with a dismissive section on “Self-government”:
“I think it is lovely in theory to leave India to the Indians, as people in
England are so fond of saying. The puzzle to me is to know how things
would be settled... could it be settled for Hindus and Mahomedans to rule
together?”
[We locate copies at Berkeley, the British Library, Oxford, Cambridge, and National Library of Scotland.]
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An album to honour an Indian princess

[Bhavnagar]. A Souvenir of the birthday anniversary of the
Princess Manharkunverba of Bhavnagar. Celebrated on the 5th
February 1910.
, [Bhavnagar], [State Printing Press].
First edition, oblong folio (31.5 x 43.5 cm), 12 photographic plates mounted on thick card, with
printed captions A very good set in original gilt-decorated cloth album. All edges gilt. Binding and
plates both in fine condition but separated as linen supports have perished. [203298]
£850

An impressively large album recording the birthday festivities in honour of
Maharani Manhar Kunverba, daughter of Bhavsinhji II Takhtsinhji (18751919), Maharaja of Bhavnagar, an Indian princely state in southern Gujarat.
Our copy’s elaborately gilt upper board depicts ten medals, presumably
awarded to the princess, which include gold medals from the Central
Provinces & Berar Exhibition at Nagpur in 1905, the All India Ladies Art
Exhibition at Rangoon in 1909, and the Womens Work Exhibition
M.A.O.E. Conference. Another appears to commemorate the princess’s
own collection.
The twelve plates reproduce photographs taken between 31 January and 5
February, 1910. The earliest shows the opening ceremony at the princess’s
new house; others depict the reception of the academic staff of Rajkumar
College, Rajkot, at the rail station, a reception in the palace garden, and
several hawking parties. There is one formal portrait of guests at the garden
party and another of those taking part in the shikar.
[We locate no other copies.]
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Albumen print of pleasure-palace

Bourne, Samuel. Lucknow. View in the Kaiser
Bagh.
, [Calcutta], Bourne & Shepherd.
Albumen print, 24 x 29 cm, mounted on card. Contemporary
manuscript caption in ink. Slight fading to lower edge, else fine.
Signed and numbered in the negative. [203648]
£350

A fine view of the Kaiser Bagh (or Qaisar Bagh), the
palace complex constructed by the last Nawab of
Oudh, Wajid Ali Shah (1822-1882). Completed in
1850, it was meant as a pleasure palace, with Mughalstyle gardens. After the deposition of the Nawab,
and the events of 1857, it became a landmark on the
itinerary of British tourists at Lucknow.
Samuel Bourne (1834-1912), abandoned his position
at a bank to pursue a professional career as a
photographer in India. He reached Calcutta in 1863,
and established a studio in partnership with William
Howard that year. Charles Shepherd joined the
partnership in 1865, and by 1867 it was Bourne and
Shepherd alone.
Bourne travelled extensively and was one of the
foremost photographers of British India; his studios
were commercially successful, both publishing his
own landscape views and maintaining a thriving
portraiture business. Bourne returned to Britain in
1870, and by 1874 had disposed of his commercial
interest in the firm of Bourne & Shepherd.
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5 From the Lahore Durbar to China
Bowring, Lewin Bentham.
Eastern experiences.
, London, Henry S. King & Co.
First edition. 8vo (22.5 x 15 cm), pp.viii, 475, 6 maps
and diagrams. A very good copy in original cloth.
[70427]
SOLD

Lewin Bentham Bowring (1824–1910) was
the son of the Governor of Hong Kong.
He joined the Bengal Civil Service in 1843,
served at Lahore and on the Punjab
Commission, and as commissioner of
Mysore between 1862 and 1870.
He begins this book with a 200-page essay
on Mysore, followed by a shorter
description of Coorg. He provides an
account of the Punjab before annexation
and a paper on the Sikh invasion of the
cis-Sutlej country.
In 1854, Bowring visited his father who
had recently been appointed Governor of
Hong Kong. He went on to China, and
adds his account of the Taiping rebellion.
He rounds off with a selection of his
wife’s more recent letters to friends in
Britain.
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“small in size, and containing extracts
from every material occurrence”

[Calcutta]. The Calcutta Monthly Journal, for November 1803.
Vol.IX. No.109.
, Calcutta, J.W. Read, Hurkaru Press.
First edition. 12mo (18.5 x 12 cm), pp.[ii], (421)-489. With pp.436-37, 441-42, and 469-470 printed
as folding tables. In original printed wrappers. Wrappers worn and chipped, with one large tear, but
text unaffected. Text block clean. [206716]
£475

A monthly newspaper from Calcutta, intended for those “proceeding to
Europe, it being small in size, and containing extracts from every material
occurrence at the three Presidencies: Shipping, military intelligence, births,
deaths, marriagess, arrivals and departures”, according to the wrapper’s
advertisement. The printer offered complete unbound sets of the Journal
for 1797-1802, and advised gentlemen interested in bound sets to contact
him directly. Read also advertised the printing of bills of lading, blank
bonds, and powers of attorney in English, French, or Portuguese.
Despatches from Marquis of Wellesley’s campaign against the Mahrattas are
prominent, but there is also a brief account of an embassy from the Sultan
of the Maldives arriving at Colombo, and an annotated passenger list of the
Company ship Prince of Wales, recently arrived at Bombay, including a Mr
John Kerr, en route to Madras to manage the Government Press. Another
Bombay news item was a party given by the Persian dignitary “Abdul Lateef
Khan”, his home tastefully decorated with lights, which was attended by the
Governor and Major Malcolm. The fare included “kabobs” and “pillows”.
The Calcutta Monthly Journal’s first monthly issue was published in
November, 1794, printed by J. White, and sold for one rupee. The price to
subscribers remained one rupee in November, 1803, but non subscribers
were charged two rupees. The newspaper was successful, and continued to
be published until 1841.
[Shaw, 228-9]
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First hand account of British retribution in 1857

[Cooper, Frederic Henry]. The crisis in the Punjab, from the 10th
of May until the fall of Delhi, by a Punjab employee. For the benefit
of the “Lawrence Asylum”.
, Lahore, Punjabee Press: H. Gregory.
First edition. 8vo (20.5 x 13.5 cm), pp.[iv], ii, iv, [1, blank], v, 154, vi, 2 lithographed plans pasted
in, errata slip. A very good copy bound in green morocco, elaborately gilt, by Stoneham of
Woolwich. One small mark to lower joint. Title lightly spotted, and a few small marginal tears,
not affecting text. Armorial bookplate of George Godfrey Pearse (1827-1905). His careful ink
corrections to the text and a handful of additional notes in his hand. [79988]
£6,000

An unsparing, triumphal account of the British response to the 1857
rebellion, by Frederic Henry Cooper (1826-1869), Deputy Commissioner
at Amritsar. His account spans the frenzied months from the first news of
unrest at Delhi on 11 May to the British capture of the city on 20
September. It embraces the disturbances at Meerut, disarming of Indian
troops at Mian Mir outside Lahore, mutiny at Ferozpur on 13 May, and the
subsequent mutinies at Jalandhar, Jhelum, Sialkot, and Peshwar.
The prose froths with violent hysteria: “The seizure of Delhi and its
concomitant tragedies burst upon Anglo-Indian society like a thunder clap
… The hot weather had set in. Territorial expansion and aggrandizement
had reached its extreme limits, while the force of European troops
dwindled to its extreme minimum. Cholera had decimated European
troops last year, and these vacancies had not been filled up … The first
layer of civilization had hardly been spread over Oude … The Persian
treaty had scarce been ratified, while the inflammatory proclamation of the
Shah, calling on all the faithful to oust the treacherous tribe of the British,
was fresh in the memory of every Mahomedan in India.”
Cooper notoriously executed 282 sepoys of the 26th Bengal Native
Infantry at Amritsar. The sepoys had mutinied, been disarmed and
imprisoned, then escaped. Cooper ensured that they were recaptured.
Although they had surrendered peacefully the majority were executed by
Sikh firing squads. Some fifty refused to leave their cell and were found to
have suffocated in confinement. Cooper ordered all of their corpses
thrown into a dry well; the camp followers were left to the local
inhabitants’ tender mercies. One sepoy, too injured to face the firing
johnrandall@booksofasia.com
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squad, was sent as a witness to Lahore, where he “suffered, in full parade
before the other mutinouslay-disposed regiments at Meean Meer, death
by being blown away from the cannon’s mouth.” His actions were
commended by Sir John Lawrence, Sir Robert Montgomery, and other
British officials. Cooper wrote without restraint on every aspect of British
retribution: summary executions, looting, and torture.
Our copy was owned by George Godfrey Pearse, then a Lieutenant in the
Madras Artillery, who led the 3rd Sikh Cavalry, one of the irregular units
raised during the British campaign in 1857. Cooper recorded “a brilliant
achievement... by Lieutenant Pearse” on p.11, the seizure and sacking of a
rebel village. Pearse carefully corrected the next paragraph, which
describes another rebel village’s capture, to note his own command there
too. He wrote “Amen” beside a passage describing the use of British
artillery by mutineers at Delhi, and Cooper’s hope that such a situation
would never arise again.
The extraordinaryly lavish binding, presumably commissioned by Pearse
on his return to England, is of a standard well beyond the means of the
average British lieutenant in India, and perhaps reflects his wish to gild
the memories of his finest hour.
[Ladendorf 244. We locate copies at the British Library, SOAS, and Manchester.]
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Beato prints of a war artist’s sketches of India

Crealock, Henry Hope, artist; [Felice Beato, photographer]. [Sketches of
the campaign in India.]
, London, 5
Haymarket and 96 Mount Street, J. Hogarth, J. Hogarth & Sons.
Thirty-five albumen prints after original drawings, measuring from 22.5 x 16 cm to 21 x 62 cm, 9
with contemporary hand colour, each print mounted on card, with mounts measuring from 40 x 56
cm to 50.5 x 70.5 cm. Each mount with plate mark, original pencil caption, imprint, and number.
The prints in very good condition, though their mounts are spotted and worn, with fraying to
edges. [203121]
SOLD

A remarkable set of albumen prints made by Felice Beato of original
sketches by the soldier-artist Henry Hope Crealock of the British campaigns
in India during 1858 and 1859. Issued by the innovative print and
photography dealer Joseph Hogarth, these prints are presented as artist’s
proofs: each is captioned and numbered in pencil and each has a plate mark.
Henry Hope Crealock served on the staff of Sir William Rose Mansfield
from 1858 to 1859 during the campaigns of Rohilkhand, Biswara, and
Trans-Gogra, all British efforts to mop up remnants of the Indian Rebellion
of 1857. The drawings reproduced in our set include panoramic views of
battle fields at Bareilly and Shahjehanpore, cavalry pursuits of rebel forces, a
British charge at the River Rapti, portrait studies of local rulers, including
the Rajas of Gonda and Amethi and the Nawab of Farrukhabad, as well as
Jemadar Heera Sing of the 3rd Cavalry, and smaller studies, many of the
aftermath of battle and British reprisals.
Crealock is equally comfortable depicting the glory of a cavalry advance, the
tedium of a hot march, and the casual brutality of war. Most of the portrait
studies, and all of the night scenes, are extensively coloured by hand, which
gives them the appearance of heavily tinted lithographs or chromolithographs. His images are more documentary than artistic. These albumen
prints capture his work exactly, down to fold marks and laid lines in the
paper.
Crealock met Felice Beato in India in 1858. Beato took a photographic
portrait of Crealock at Lucknow and also photographed his campaign
drawings. The Getty hold a Beato album of India which includes one of
these images; the Royal Collection holds an album of albumen prints after
Crealock’s Indian and Second Opium War drawings “by Signor Beato”.
johnrandall@booksofasia.com
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Henry Hope Crealock (1831-1891) attended Rugby School, obtained a
commission in the 90th Light Infantry in 1848, and rose steadily through
the ranks. In 1854 he served with distinction at the siege of Sevastopol,
where he was brevetted major. In 1857 he was appointed to the British
expeditionary force to China in the Second Opium War, and saw action at
Canton in 1857 and 1858.
In March of 1860, Crealock was appointed military secretary to Lord Elgin
on his Chinese embassy, and served with the army staff during the ensuing
military campaign, as did Felice Beato. He saw action at Sinho, Tangku,
Taku, and Palikoa, and was present at the capture of Peking in October of
1860. He retired from military service in 1884 as an honorary lieutenantgeneral, having served in the 1879 Anglo-Zulu War.
Crealock was an accomplished draughtsman who sketched throughout his
military service. His drawings attracted the attention of one London’s most
prominent print and photography dealers, Joseph Hogarth, who built on
his established print dealing business to publish a number of important
early photobooks.
Joseph Hogarth began publishing photographic reproductions of paintings
and drawings in the early 1850s, and first exhibited a small group of such
albumen prints in 1856 at the London Photographic Society’s annual
exhibition. In 1857 he published a set of Dr John Murray’s architectural
photographs of India. In 1861, he exhibited six albumen prints of Henry
Hope Crealock’s drawings of India at the London Photographic Society.
At the same time he published a short booklet, Sketches of the Campaign in
India, drawn by Lieut.-Colonel Henry Hope Crealock, listing 36 photographic
reproductions, the majority with long descriptive notes provided by
Crealock.
The pencil imprints in our set suggest that Hogarth issued these
reproductions individually until at least 1866, when he moved from 5
Haymarket to 96 Mount Street and began publishing under the name of
Hogarth & Sons. Eighteen of our prints are dated January 1st 1861, with J
Hogarth, 5 Haymarket, in pencil on their mounts. The other seventeen
prints have the undated pencil inscription of J Hogarth & Sons, 96 Mount
Street, Grosvenor Square.
A full list of our images will be provided on request.

[The Royal Collection, National Army Museum, and National Trust (23 albumen prints) hold sets from this
series. The Royal Collection also holds an album of albumen prints by Felice Beato after Crealock’s Indian
drawings and Chinese drawings from 1857. Cornell University holds a mixed set of 21 albumen prints from this
series and Crealock’s Chinese drawings, trimmed and mounted in a scrapbook. The British Library and
National Trust hold copies of the descriptive booklet.]
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Fine photographic record of early Buddhist sculpture

Cunningham, Alexander. The Stupa of Bharhut: A Buddhist
monument ornamented with numerous sculptures illustrative of
Buddhist legend and history in the third century B.C.
, London,
published by order of the Secretary of State for India in Council, by Wm.H. Allen.
First edition, 4to, pp.vii, 143, 57 plates with 115 mounted Woodbury-type photographs. One of
250 copies only printed. A very good copy bound in later buckram, title gilt to spine. With the
discreet stamps of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston to endpapers and title. Plates clean and fresh.
[200771]
£2,000

A remarkable well-illustrated record of the remains of the great stupa of
Bharhut which Cunningham first discovered, largely buried under detritus,
in 1873. He returned the following year to begin excavation, with J.D.
Beglar who was to continue the work. Beglar also photographed the
sculptures as they were found. Cunningham dated the Bharhut stupa to
between 250 and 200 BCE.; today 150-100 BCE is considered more likely.
Under his influence the remains were presented to the Government by the
Raja of Nagod, in whose territory they were found, and removed for safekeeping to the Calcutta Museum. The superb final photograph of the
Jetavana monastery was taken in Calcutta by James Waterhouse, best known
for his 1862 photographs of Sanchi.
Alexander Cunningham (1814-1893) was educated at Addiscombe, obtained
an Indian cadetship through Sir Walter Scott, and reached India in 1833. He
spent three years at Benares where he excavated at Sarnath before serving as
aide-de-camp to Lord Auckland, engineer to the King of Oudh, in both
Sikh wars, and in Burma 1856-58. Wherever he went Cunningham foraged
for coins, antiquities and inscriptions. On service in Ladakh he was able to
study living Buddhism. In 1851 he worked at Sanchi where he discovered
the fragmentary remains of two of the Buddha’s foremost disciples. On his
retirement in 1861 he was appointed the first Archaeological Surveyor to the
Government of India. He was promoted to Director in 1870 and remained
in post till 1885.
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D’Oyly’s Indian costumes

D'Oyly, Charles, Sir. Costumes of India.
, [Patna], Behar Amateur Lithographic Press.
First edition. Oblong octavo (25 x 30 cm). Lithographic title and twelve hand-coloured lithographic
plates, each on original card mounts. A very good set in original plain wrappers with elaborate
lithographic label to upper cover. Wrappers laid down and rebacked, lightly soiled, minor wear to
extremities, label scuffed. Plates in fine condition. Preserved in half calf box with cloth boards.
With armorial bookplate of Francis Gray Smart. [120288]
£10,000

Sir Charles D'Oyly (1781-1845) was the best-known and most productive
amateur British artist in India in the early 19th century. He studied with
Chinnery in Calcutta in 1808. When posted to Patna as the East India
Company’s Opium Agent he founded the “Behar School of Athens”, a
light-hearted society of dilettanti artists like his wife and himself, and his
friend Christopher Webb Smith. D'Oyly was the first artist to publish his
own work through the newly-arrived medium of lithography. His first press
sank to the bottom of the Ganges in a squall while being transported upriver from Calcutta, but a replacement arrived in September 1826. Most of
D’Oyly’s output comprised picturesque landscape and river scenes but
leisure pursuits of hunting, shooting and fishing also featured prominently.
This work with its twelve superb lithographs portraying castes, rather than
costumes, was his penultimate, and arguably finest work. In 1831 D’Oyly
was promoted to Commercial Resident at Patna, leaving him less leisure to
devote to his art. Ten of the lithographs are based on drawings by D’Oyly
himself; two are after sketches by the artist George Chinnery, his friend and
mentor.
The plates are: 1. A Hindoo man of rank eating pawn. 2. An hujaum or
barber. 3. Brahmins at a Toolsee Altar. 4. Hindoo women preparing fuel
(Chinnery). 5. Fishers of small fry (Chinnery). 6. An assaburdar or long
silver stick bearer. 7. Ordbhawn or Hindoo fakeer. 8. Female attendants. 9.
A samporea or snake catcher. 10. A bheesty or water carrier. 11. A
chokeydar or police officer. 12. A seah gosh or lynx & his keeper.
Francis Gray Smart (1844-1912) was both orthodox and homeopathic
doctor and a keen amateur photographer. He contributed to Lalla Rookh an
Oriental Romance by Thomas Moore, published in 1868.
[We locate copies at the British Library and Yale Center for British Art. The University of Melbourne have a copy
lacking 2 plates. Not in Abbey.]
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“his pencil like his hookah-snake was always in his hand”

D'Oyly, Charles, & G.W. Smith. [Pheasants attacked by mongoose.]

, Patna, Behar Lithographic Press.

Lithograph, 22 x 30 cm, with contemporary hand-colour, mounted on card. With six small wormholes, three just touching the edge of the image. [203639]
£350

A violent depiction of nature from the lithographic press established by Sir Charles D’Oyly (1781-1845), a Company administrator and talented amateur
artist, at Patna in 1828. D’Oyly drew and sketched from childhood, but came into contact with George Chinnery in about 1807, and spent much time in
his company over the next thirteen years. His work was much influenced by Chinnery, but when he was appointed to a post in Patna, D’Oyly began to
develop his own style. In the words of his contemporary William Prinsep, “his pencil like his hookah-snake was always in his hand.”
He experimented with lithography, and received a press by 1826, but it was only in 1828 that he began the prolific production of lithographed drawings,
issued in albums and individually, largely for the enjoyment of his friends and acquaintances. Between 1828 and 1831 the Behar Lithographic Press
issued hundreds of drawings and several albums.
johnrandall@booksofasia.com
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12 Financial chicanery, speculation, & a government bailout
[East India Company]. First to ninth reports from the Committee
of Secrecy appointed to enquire into the State of the East India
Company.
, London, reprinted by order of the House.
First collected edition. Folio, pp.[iv], 763, [1, blank]. Reports from Committees of the House of
Commons. Printed by order. Vol.IV. A very good copy bound in contemporary half calf over
boards. Edges and corners worn, one scuff to spine. [48231]
£1,000

The sharp drop in the East India Company’s stock in 1769 sent alarms
through the City of London. In a single month, the price of its stock fell
from £273 to £239. The crash broke many private investors; Lord
Shelburne lost almost £40,000. This catastrophe alone was not enough to
shatter the independence of the East India Company. The system of credit
bills by which goods were purchased in India for sale in Britain proved
fatally flawed. Employees in India were able to purchase far beyond the
limits authorised by the Board of Directors in London. In 1770, the
Directors authorised bills to the value of £212,000: employees in India
purchased goods using bills with a total value of £1,000,000. When these
were sold in 1771-72, the proceeds were insufficient to match the value of
issued bills. The Company was effectively bankrupt, and had to resort to the
Government. The Company was offered a loan of £400,000, but the
Directors attempted to negotiate better terms. The loan was imposed by law
on the original terms.
Parliament appointed this secret committee to forensically review the
Company’s accounts, the actions of the Board of Directors, and the state of
the Company’s administration in India. The nine reports in our volume were
the result. From the state of the Company’s artillery in Bengal to the
Directors’ own correspondence, every aspect of the Company’s crisis was
dissected and published.
The resulting furore allowed the Government to permanently restrict the
scope of the Company’s activities, particularly its use of credit. Although
Company policy in India was not fully subordinated to the Crown and
British government, it was permanently altered. The prospect of
Government intervention would continue to dog the Board of Directors,
culminating in Pitt’s India Act of 1784 which established the Board of
Control.
johnrandall@booksofasia.com
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Madras shipwrecks, soldiers, priests, & sculptors

Fonceca, Simon. Sketches in India. No.1 [to no.12]. Chiefly from
nature by Simon Fonceca, portrait painter Yca. 123 Armenian Street,
Madras. Price two rupees. To be continued.
, Madras, [lithographed by J. Dumphy].
Twelve issues bound in one, 4to (31 x 25 cm), pp.(ii, lithographed title), [ii, printed introduction],
44 lithographed plates [of 48], 32 with contemporary hand colour. Blank rear wrappers bound in
after each issue. A very good set bound in contemporary Indian half calf over embossed cloth.
Spine and corners worn, short splits to spine. Tear to gutter of one plate, not affecting image.
Presentation inscription to Eliza Fullerton “with uncle Bob’s love”, dated May 17th, 1854.
[207244]
SOLD

A fine set of lithographed sketches by Simon Fonceca, an AngloPortuguese artist based in Madras, in contemporary Indian binding. Our
copy bears a contemporary presentation inscription from a European to his
niece, Eliza Fullerton.
Fonceca wrote in his introduction to the first issue: “My object in
publishing this small work, is... to present not only the picturesque scenery,
and other objects of local interest... but to delineate the costume of the
Native inhabitants-their Pagodas-Dwelling houses-Huts-Implements of
agriculture-and the simple Machinery, used in their handicrafts-and the
beautiful variety of trees which are peculiar to this country.”
Each monthly issue would comprise four parts. The first two would be
coloured costume figures, the third coloured scenery, and the fourth small
sketches, intentionally left uncoloured “to assist those who may wish, at
their leisure moments, to cultivate this beautiful art.”
Fonceca published twelve issues in total between January, 1851, and March,
1853. The first five issues’ plates were unnumbered; from issue six the
plates were numbered. Our set was bound without two plates of nautch
girls from the fourth and tenth issues, one plate of a Brahmin from the
second issue and another depicting horses disembarking from a boat from
the seventh issue.
The coloured plates include a pair of Hindu sculptors at work on a temple
carving and a Madras sepoy in splendidly red uniform; the scenery includes
a native school in session and a catamaran setting to sea. The uncoloured
johnrandall@booksofasia.com
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sketches range from a ship, the Governor Higginson, burning in the Madras
roads in January, 1853, to a group of fishermen eating breakfast on the
beach.
Fonceca intended these sketches to “prove acceptable and interesting to
those who have travelled through, or are making but a temporary stay at
Madras ; as also to those who after passing a portion of their lives here,
have returned to their homes and families”. These were meant as mementos
or souvenirs for British visitors or former residents to Madras. Our copy’s
contemporary presentation inscription from uncle to niece suggest it found
a receptive audience.
Simon Fonceca was a Eurasian Roman Catholic of British-Portuguese
descent; his brother, John Joseph, was also a portrait painter. J. Dumphy
was a draftsman and writer at the Government Lithographic Press, who
later established a press in partnership with a certain Sinclair, and produced
the lithographs for Robert Wight’s botanical works.
[Rare. We locate sets at the British Library, Maynooth, National Army Museum, National Art Library, and
Oxford. None are complete.]
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A Unitarian claims Rammohun Roy

Fox, W[illiam] J[ohnson]. A Discourse on occasion of the death of
Rajah Rammohun Roy.
, London, Charles Fox.
First edition. 8vo (21.5 x 13 cm), pp.56. Disbound. Text in excellent condition. With small stamps
of Edinburgh University. [206715]
£350

Rammohun Roy (1772-1833) spent the final three years of his life in
England, accredited by the Mughal Emperor Akbar II as his ambassador.
The East India Company refused to recognise his diplomatic status but he
was received at court by William IV and was, at least, partially successful in
his mission to secure an increase of the emperor’s stipend. Roy’s syncretic,
reforming approach to religious truth had already brought him into contact
with the Unitarians, and he continued to meet, correspond, and publish
while in England.
William Johnson Fox (1786-1884), politician and public speaker, preached
this sermon at the Finsbury Chapel on Sunday, 13 November, 1833, two
months after Roy’s death and it speaks to the deep impression Roy made on
the Unitarian community in London, and their keen interest to claim him as
a Christian convert. Fox was at the centre of a radical intellectual circle in
London, and acted as Harriet Martineau’s first patron, but his sermon casts
Roy as the unexpected gift of an “idolatrous” India to the world, and
ignores the complex position Roy maintained throughout his life, balancing
aspects of Christianity and Hinduism alike.
The first thirty pages comprise Fox’s sermon; the final twenty-six are
explanatory notes, including excerpts from Rammohun Roy’s works, a
hymn written for the occasion by Harriet Martineau, and a bibliography of
works published in England by Roy.
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“acts of atrocious injustice on a wholesale scale”

[Freedom Movement]. Report of the Commissioners appointed
by the Punjab Sub-committee of the Indian National Congress.
Vol. I. [with] Vol. II (Evidence).
, Lahore, K. Santanam, Secretary to the Commission of Inquiry.
First edition. Two volumes, 8vo (24 x 16 cm), pp.[viii], 160, 17 photographic illustrations, 1
double-sided folding map; [ii], xxvi, 946, [2]. A very good set. First volume in original clothbacked boards, second volume in original wrappers. Spine of second volume worn at top and
bottom. [207235]
SOLD

The published report and evidence of the committee selected by the
Indian National Congress to investigate British injustices in Punjab in
1919, in particular the notorious massacre of men, women, and children
carried out by General Reginald Dyer at the Jallianwala Bagh in Amritsar.
The Congress Punjab Inquiry was chaired by Madan Mohan Malaviya and
Motilal Nehru: the commission members were M.K. Gandhi, C.R. Das,
Abbas S. Tayabji and M.R. Jayakar. The secretary was Mr. K. Santanam.
The Legislative Council of the British Government in India established a
commission of inquiry on 29 October 1919, generally known as the
Hunter Commision. The Congress had little faith in this commission, and
established their own parallel inquiry on 14 November 1919. The Hunter
Commission’s findings were also published in 1920, as Evidence taken before
the Disorders Inquiry Committee Volume III Amritsar.
India provided soldiers and materiel for the British war effort during
World War One, but by 1919 popular sentiment was increasingly opposed
to British rule. Punjab was at the centre of this shift towards
independence, and the decisions taken by the British Lieutenant-Governor,
Sir Michael O’Dwyer, only increased tensions. The suspension of civil
liberties imposed by the 1919 Rowlatt Act combined with the imposition
of martial law throughout Punjab created a tinderbox,which was ignited by
British maladministration.
The investigating committee provide a history of O’Dwyer’s
administration, and then survey the events under martial law in twenty-one
locations, ranging from Amritsar’s massacre to British terror-bombing at

Gujranawala. Members of the committee travelled to each location, and
collected witness statements. Six hundred and fifty of these eyewitness
accounts, translated into English where necessary, comprise the second
volume. The photographic illustrations mostly show the victims of British
violence or injustice, from a small boy charged with waging war to an
injured survivor of the Amritsar massacre.
The committee’s conclusions were based on the collected eyewitness
testimony of ordinary Punjabis, supplemented by the published evidence of
the British parliamentary enquiry into events, and the records of the British
military tribunals, where available. The British enquiry recommended no
action be taken against the British officials involved; this report called for
the dismissal of Dyer, O’Dwyer, and a number of senior officers, all
complicit in brutal injustice. They felt that it was “not possible to ignore
acts of atrocious injustice on a wholesale scale by responsible officers”.
The second volume of evidence was printed by four different Bombay
printers, possibly to evade government censorship.
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Privately printed account of the uprising at Mhow

Hungerford, Townsend. Report of occurences at Mhow during and
subsequent to the mutiny of native troops at that station in July 1857.
, [Mhow], printed for private circulation only.
First edition. 8vo (22 x 14 cm), pp.[ii], 57, [1]. Bound in modern half calf, marbled boards. [80307]
£2,500

An extremely rare report on the events at Mhow during the 1857 uprising,
“Printed for private circulation only". Hungerford praised the troops
defending the garrison and the character of the Maharaja of Indore as a
friend and ally to the British government.
Townsend Hungerford, a Captain in the Bengal Artillery, assumed
command of the garrison after his commanding officer, Colonel Platt, was
shot dead by his own Indian troops. Mhow was a British cantonment
founded in 1818 near Indore in Madhya Pradesh (Central Provinces).
This work consists almost entirely of Hungerford’s correspondence, both
with his superiors in the Bengal Army and the Government of Bengal as
well as with the Maharaja of Indore.
The author had this account printed "to save me the trouble of writing a
number of copies, which my friends wished me to give them".
[We locate copies at Harvard and Strasbourg.]
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The first newspaper for Indian Army troops

[Indian Army]. Fauji akhbar. (The Army Newspaper. A weekly
journal for soldiers of the Indian Army and their friends.)
, Allahabad, The Pioneer Press.
Nine issues bound in one volume, 4to (33 x 21 cm), pp.[ii], 3, [1, blank], 16 [Hindi], [ii], [iv], 14
[Hindi], [ii], [ii], 14, [ii], [ii], 16, [ii], [ii], 14, [ii], [ii], 14, [ii], [ii], 16, [ii], [ii], 16, [ii], [ii], 16, [ii], 7
lithographed plans, 2 folding. Text printed and lithographed in Urdu and Hindi. Bound in
contemporary maroon cloth. Worn. Upper hinge split but holding. Original lithographed pictorial
wrappers bound in. One page torn at edge with some loss of text. Copy of The British soldier’s guide
to Northern France and Flanders loosely inserted. Pencil inscription recording purchase dated
18.10.66 on front free endpaper. [206644]
£1,500

Nine early issues, seven in Urdu and two in Hindi, of this innovative
weekly newspaper, Fauji akhbar, published by the Army for the benefit of
Indian troops. With editorial offices at Simla, the newspaper was first
published on 2 January 1909 in Urdu, with the intention of providing “a
summary of the weekly news with a military bias”; Punjabi and Hindi
issues followed later in 1909. The newspaper was to be “an interesting and
instructive army newspaper, free from the defects which make so many
Urdu journals unsuitable for military readers.”
The first issue stated: “each issue of the Fauji Akhbar will consist of about
twelve pages of letterpress. It will be enclosed in a khaki-coloured wrapper
forming an appropriate title-page and will be illustrated with plans,
diagrams and occasional pictorial supplements.” The nine issues in our
volume conform almost exactly to this plan, bound with their printed
wrappers, which provide an English title on the rear, and the Hindi or
Urdu title on the front.
The military articles provide models for manoeuvres such as “The attack
and defence of villages” and accounts of historical battles, including Kam
Dakka and Tel el-Kebir. The leading articles described the armed forces of
countries ranging from Turkey and Romania to Canada and New Zealand.
Each issue included a short story, with titles like “The Stag Prince” and
“Rajah Chandsa”, accompanied by a weekly column of “Wit and humour”.
Our set comprises numbers 12, 14, 22, 30, 31, and 33-34 of the Urdu
edition together with numbers 15-16 of the Hindi edition (corresponding
to nos.37-38 of the Urdu edition).

The Indian Ministry of Defence continued to publish Fauji akhbar after
independence and still publishes its successor paper, Sainik samarchar,
today, issuing editions in thirteen different languages.
[Joshi records short runs of Fauji Akhbar, all dating from after 1940, at the British Library, National Library
of India, and the India Office Library. We locate one other short run at the New York Public Library.]
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“plans are in hand for further improvements
which might fairly be called gigantic”

[Karachi]. Karachi Harbour (Kurrachee.) West Coast of India.
, Karachi, published by the Chairman, Karachi Port Trust, printed at the
Sind Gazette and Commercial Press Company.
First edition. 8vo (23.5 x 15 cm), pp.[ii], 34, frontispiece, 3 folding maps. A very good copy in
original blue cloth, gilt With the printed compliment slip of the Karachi Port Trust, made out to
K.O.F. Dalman, Gothenburg, Sweden. [206306]
£1,200

A promotional booklet for the port of Karachi, describing its facilities,
transportation links, and excellent position as a gateway to the markets and
products of India. The recently constructed wharves are detailed, including
the Erskine Wharf, 2,008 feet long, with space for five of the largest
steamers in service. The new breakwater and channel are announced, which
ensure all-weather access to the port, as well as improved signal lights,
including electrical lights for the newest piers. The appendices include a list
of 82 vessels with a draught 23 feet or more which called at Karachi in 1891,
a list of prominent companies present in the city, the five foreign consuls
and three consular agents stationed there, and a selection of press accounts
of the port. The port’s rapid expansion and modernisation is made plain: in
“thirty years, the increase in the water space of the harbour amounts to 250
millions of cubic feet; while the anchorage and navigable area have been
increased during the same period by 203 acres.”
The three maps are of India and its neighbouring countries relative to
Karachi, Karachi harbour in 1892 with details of the authorised construction
of a new rail yard and wharf extension, and Karachi harbour overlain with
the proposed expansion, including a massive wharfage addition, land
reclamation south of the harbour for warehouses, and numerous new rail
yards and lines to serve the additional wharves. As one press report noted,
“plans are in hand for further improvements which might fairly be called
gigantic.”
K.O.F. Dolman was the eponymous owner of a major Swedish shipping
line active in the late 19th century.
[We locate one copy at the University of Western Australia.]
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Kattabomman: an early freedom fighter

Kearns, James F., Reverend. Some account of the Panjalamcourchy
Polegar and the state of Tinnevelly previous to Major
Bannerman’s expedition in 1798. Compiled from the records of
Government …
, Palamcottah, printed by order of Government at the Church Mission Press,
by L. Devanayagam Pillay..
First edition. 8vo (22 x 14 cm), pp.[iv], ii, 141, [1, blank], 14, folding genealogical table. (Selections
from the Records of the Madras Government) A very good copy bound in contemporary pebbled
cloth, paper label on upper board. [80625]
£2,500

An account of the life and career of Veerapandiya Kattabomman (17601801) Nayak of Panjalamkurinchi in the Tinnevelly (Tirunelveli) region of
Tamil Nadu, compiled from contemporary British correspondence by
Reverend James Kearns. Kattabomman was a polegar (palayakarrar), a
hereditary chieftain in the Carnatic, and vassal of the Nawab of Arcot. In
1792 the Nawab assigned the revenues of the polegars’ territory to the East
India Company, who hugely increased the effective rate of taxation. One
1795 record from the Court of Directors underlines the effect of Company
administration: “But what in reality was the nature and extent of the
authority exercised by the Nobob, over these polygars, both previous and
subsequent to this treaty? It was scarcely felt among them, and with all the
exertions he could make, it is a fact recorded and incontrovertible, that the
sum he was able to collect from them on account of their stipulated
Peshcush, in the course of seven years, did not exceed the amount collected
by the Company under the assignment in less than two years.”
By February, 1798, tensions between Kattabomman and the Company’s
collector were high, and shortly thereafter Kattabomman rebelled. A year of
unrest followed; Company forces were unable to suppress the popular
rebellion. In August, 1799, the Company sent a larger force under Major
John Bannerman of the Third Madras Native Infantry to suppress the
rebellion. By September Kattabomman had been forced to flee. He was
captured by the Raja of Pudkkottai after a failed attempt at suicide. The first
and second parts of our book include the correspondence and reports from
this period, including translations of Kattabomman’s letters.
johnrandall@booksofasia.com
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Kattabomman is widely held to have been hanged by the British on 16
October 1799, but the third part of our book details the final chapter of
his life. He was held in irons with his family from 1799 until February,
1801, when he escaped with the aid of supporters in disguise. Once more
he raised the flag of rebellion against the British and once more his
supporters flocked to him.
British retribution was swift; no quarter was offered to Kattobomman this
time. His fort was besieged and shelled into submission. British officers
were amazed when they entered victorious that Kattabomman’s men had
continued to fight, dug into muddy holes to shelter from the British shells,
starving slowly. The “Cat”, as the British called Kattabomman was hanged
with his deaf, mute brother in June, 1801. His fort was raised, and its site
“ploughed up and sowed with castor oil and salt.”
This contemporary British account of Kattabomman’s second rebellion
notes his remarkable forbearance, the kindness with which he treated a
captured British subaltern, and the consideration he showed to captured
civilians, despite the brutality of his British captivity in irons. Even this
British report noted the “disinterested and purist patriotism”
Kattabomman inspired amongst his men. Today he is revered in India as
one of the first to fight for independence against the British. He was a
popular subject of vernacular epics, a “Robin Hood” figure. Kearns
appends a critique and English gloss of one such contemporary
biographical poem.
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Government exposé of a violent sect

Kishore, Nawal. Anand Marg. Soiling the Saffron Robe.
, New Delhi, Designed and produced by the Directorate of Advertising &
Visual Publicity, Ministry of I. & B., Govt. of India.
First edition, pp.32. A very good copy in original wrappers. [207243]
£125

A scarce pamphlet produced during Indira Gandhi’s state of emergency
which lasted from 1975 to 1977. Anand Marg, or Path of Bliss, was a
spiritual association founded in 1955 in Bihar before moving to the new
city of Anandnagar built on land donated by the Raja of Garh. Nawal
Kishore was an ex-instructor and performer of rites with human skulls with
the sect who “came to know intimately about the illegal and violent
activities of Anand Marg carried out in utmost secrecy,” until he revolted
and left the organization in 1971. This pamphlet is a government exposé of
the activities of Anand Marg. It was to be a further 40 years before its
leading members were jailed in 2015.

[We locate a single copy at Oxford.]
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"the absurdities of Indian life"

Lodwick, R.W. Humorous sketches of the world we live in.
Meliores facere mores derideo.
, Bombay, drawn by the author and
lithographed at the Education Society's Press.
First edition. 4to (32.5 x 26 cm), pp.[iv], 40 lithographed leaves of captioned sketches. A very good
copy bound in contemporary cloth, sympathetically rebacked and recorned in modern calf, modern
label to upper boards. All edges gilt. Contemporary endpapers retained. One leaf with short
marginal tear. [80398]
£2,000

A savage set of captioned caricatures, drawn and written by R.W. Lodwick
(1831-1930), a young member of the Bombay Civil Service, educated at
Haileybury. Across forty leaves, his pen traces the ups and downs of
European life in India. Every drawing has a detailed caption, and many
include dialogues, some in romanised Indian languages.
Lodwick’s preface described his intention “to expose the absurdities of
Indian life in a good humoured manner,” and went on to disclaim “all
intention of caricaturing individuals.” Although Bombay was a centre of
Urdu and Persian lithographic printing by 1856, Lodwick entrusted his work
to the Education Society’s Press and was “obliged to prepare his own
sketches for the stone”. Lithography captured the essence of his scurrilous
sketchbook, despite his prefatory statement that it could “never equal
engraving”.
One section comprises scenes of misunderstanding between Indian servants
and their European masters: a Mr Brown is horrified to discover that his
cook has used a pair of underwear to store rice and steamed a savoury
pudding in a night-cap. A European invalid is shown on his sickbed, asking
his doctor for “Home” medical leave, and a month later, dying in the same
bed. The social differences between an elderly, traditional Parsi gentleman
and a younger Parsi, “educated at the Elphinstone Institution”, are
highlighted in another dialogue. There are comic scenes of riding, carriages,
and hunting, with numerous puns, visual and verbal. Two pictures of
servants and children in India and England are captioned simply
“Inversion”: many children surround a single servant in England, while
many servants surround a single European baby in India.
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Lodwick’s work captures the cultural fabric of British life in Bombay, in
particular the mutual misunderstanding rife between Europeans and Indians
and Europeans in Bombay and at “Home”. This is a plate book, but it is so
heavily captioned that its substantial body of text, written with remarkable
frankness, illustrates Bombay life as vividly as the drawings.
R.W. Lodwick retired from the Indian Civil Service in 1877 and married an
Englishwoman thirty years his junior. They had nine children. Lodwick’s
grandson John Lodwick wrote in his memoirs of his grandfather’s “splenetic
peevishness” and “wicked disposition.”
[We locate copies at the British Library, National Library of Scotland, and Yale Center for British Art.]
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“My garden is infested with white-ants”

M. Vazir Ahmad. Anglo-Hindustani school primer. Part II. A
collection of words, phrases, idioms, proverbs &c. with their
vernacular equivalents, adapted for use of the schools in Upper India
by M. Vazir Ahmad B.A., Head Master, High School Bara Bunki.
, Lucknow, G.P. Varma and Brothers Press.
8vo, pp.108. With Hindi text printed in devanagari. Bound in original stab-sewn printed yellow
wrappers. Contemporary manuscript price label pasted to upper wrapper. Wrappers rather worn
and stained, but sound. Rodent damage to top right corner, text unaffected. Some spotting to text.
Contemporary pencil ownership inscription of Harry [Risten?], age 22, with a note to complete 12
pages daily, and his intermittent pencil annotations in Hindi. [207236]
£600

A much-used English-Hindi school primer, with 464 English phrases and
their Hindi equivalents, English sample correspondence, sample petitions,
several vocabularies arranged thematically (”Bazar conversation” for
example), and a handful of English dialogues for translation into Hindi.
The text is intended for rote memorisation; there is no explanation provided
of English grammar or syntax. Words and phrases range from the utilitarian
to the absurd. The first section of vocabulary has Hindi equivalents to
“xenephon”, “dog”, “queen”, “ass”, and “gun”, and the phrases such gems
as “To err is human, to forgive divine”, “Death comes to us all at last”,
“The state of his health forbids his return to India”, and “My garden is
infested … with white-ants”.
The young contemporary reader marked the section dealing with war, death,
and violence as of particular interest.
[We locate no other copies.]
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Guide for Mutiny tourists

MacCrea, R.. Key to the tablets in the Memorial Church,
Cawnpore, 1857.
, Calcutta, [Thacker, Spink, & Co.].
8vo (23 x 14 cm), pp.[vi], ix, [1, blank], (5)-107, [1], with 15 plates. Bound in modern half calf over
marbled boards. Small section torn from title, preface leaf with a long tear, partially detached, with
remnants of an earlier tape repair. Initial leaves chipped and loosened. Majority of text block brittle
but undamaged. [116434]
£650

A relic of Victorian “Mutiny pilgrimages” to the bloodiest sites of the 1857
mutiny, this book provides both a guide to the names of inscribed on the
tablets of the Memorial Church at Cawnpore erected on the site on General
Wheeler’s stand at Cawnpore, and a guidebook to the principal sites of the
massacres, such as the well and the slaughterhouse, now repurposed as
memorials to the British dead.
The manner in which each of the British casualties died is described, where
known, in varying degrees of ghoulish detail, and a potted history of the
events leading up to the massacres, and the principal actors, such as
Wheeler and Canning, is provided, with copious references to other sources.
The last plate depicts a Masonic inscription found in one of the rooms of
the entrenchment, together with contemporary correspondence around its
ambiguous meaning. The survival account of Amy (Amelia Anne) Horne,
dated 1893, is printed as part of the text.
The final page advertises a souvenir set of facsimiles of the Memorial
Church’s fourteen tablets, available mounted on card for 6 rupees or framed
and glazed for 12 rupees.
This a worn and fragile copy of a very rare book.
[We locate one copy at the British Library.]
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Hyderabadi relief work during the Great Famine

Mahdi Ali, Maulavi Saiad. Report on the History of the Famine in
His Highness the Nizam's Dominions in 1876-77, 1877-78.
, Bombay, printed at the Exchange Press.
First edition. Folio (21.5 x 33 cm), pp.[ii], viii, 158, [2], 12, [2], 57, [2, blank], (2)-39, [1, blank], [2],
18, [2], 23, [1],with folding chart and large folding map, both coloured. A very good copy in
original printed boards, modern cloth spine. Endpapers renewed. Boards somewhat worn.
Contemporary ownership inscription of William Digby. [118305]
£1,800

This report contains a narrative of the effects of the Great Famine (187678) within Hyderabad and a statistical account of successful relief operations
executed by the Nizam’s government. Prepared by Maulavi Saiad Mahdi Ali,
Revenue Secretary to the Nizam of Hyderabad’s government, who had
served as secretary to Hyderabad’s Central Famine Relief Committee, it is a
veiled critique of catastrophic British famine relief operations elsewhere in
India, epitomised by Sir Richard Temple’s reduction of the daily food
allowance to a starvation ration.
Mahdi Ali provides a history of previous famines in the Nizam’s territories,
as well as a comprehensive survey of the state’s geography, economy,
climate, and lines of communication and transportation. One appendix
provides a weekly breakdown of relief expenditure by district; the other two
outline the principles employed by the Nizam’s Central Famine Relief
Committee in the administration of relief works and poor houses.
Hyderabad’s operations provided relief to a large number of refugees who
fled from territories directly administered by the British, where millions died
during the famine. This report pointedly notes that the Nizam’s government
rejected the British offer of relief funds, on the grounds that they were more
greatly needed within British-administered India.
William Digby (1849-1904) wrote The Famine Campaign in Southern India
(London, 1878), drawing on his experiences as editor of the Madras Times to
graphically depict the suffering inflicted by the famine and British
maladministration. In 1889 he became secretary to the British committee of
the Indian National Congress, editing the committee’s journal, India, from
1890 to 1892.
[We locate two copies only at the British Library and the London School of Economics.]
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A child-princess’s travels in Europe

Maimoona Sultan, Shahbano Begum (Princess Hamidullah Khan). A
Trip to Europe. Translated by Mrs. G. Baksh.
, Calcutta, Thacker, Spink & Co.
First edition. 8vo (21.5 x 14.5 cm), pp.[vi], 149, [1, blank]. A very good copy in original red cloth,
cover stamped in gilt and blind. Spine faded. With presentation inscription from the author to
“Mrs Payne”, dated 8 February 1915. [206650]
£750

A travelogue written in Urdu by Maimoona Sultan (1900-1980), wife of the
last Nawab of Bhopal, Hamidullah Khan (1894-1960), and the youngest
daughter-in-law of the Nawab Sultan Jahan Begum of Bhopal (1858-1930).
Maimoona Sultan was only eleven years old when her mother-in-law
travelled to Britain for the coronation of King George V. The Jahan
Begum instructed the young princess to take notes during the journey for
this book. The princess had been brought up since the age of five in the
royal household according to the Nawab Sultan’s view of “good education
as the finest jewel for a woman... whose lustre can never fade”. Jahan
Begum, female Muslim ruler of a significant Indian princely state, was a
progressive reformer of tremendous energy, who introduced free
compulsory primary education and a program of vaccination, and wrote
and published a number of books in Urdu.
This book is plainly written, and the young author diligently recorded
many details. The reader learns that Thomas Cook & Co. were appointed
agents for the royal tour, and that the royal regalia of Bhopal was
registered and insured. With childish detachment she remarks on the
discrepancy between the care lavished on wealthy passengers aboard ship,
and the P&O Company’s inability to provide appropriate food for Muslim
passengers. The Nawab Sultan’s party brought their own cook, vegetables,
and live fowl aboard ship, and only used the ship’s dry stores. The ship’s
kitchen provided equipment, “thoroughly cleansed” to avoid
contamination. Maimoona Sultan notes that many Muslims did not travel
to Europe because of these difficulties, presumably because such
makeshift arrangements were only available to extremely wealthy and
important passengers.

The royal party travelled from Bombay to Aden, up through the Red Sea
and Suez Canal, and disembarked at Marseille. From there they took a
special train to Paris. The French countryside greatly impressed the young
princess, but she “could not see much of Paris, owing to the objectionable
custom of photographing people of rank for cinematograph shows, and
illustrated newspapers”. From Paris, the party moved to a house in Redhill,
Surrey, which was used as a base for the Nawab Sultan’s official
engagements. They met the Queen-Mother, Lord and Lady Minto, and
Lord Curzon, and attended the coronation.
The party visited Istanbul, Budapest, whose traces of Muslim rule
prompted melancholy thoughts, Venice, Florence, and Brindisi after
leaving England. At Istanbul, the Nawab Sultan met Sultan Mehmed V,
and viewed the holy relics held at the Topkapi Palace, including a copy of
the Qur’an attributed to the Caliph Uthman.
Mrs G. Baksh was the Lady Superintendent of the Sultania Girls’ School,
which Maimoona Sultan and the Nawab Begum visited before departing
for Europe.
C.H. Payne was tutor to the royal children, and translated the Nawab
Sultan’s autobiography from Urdu into English, which was published as
An account of my life by John Murray in 1912. Our copy was inscribed to his
wife by the young Maimoona Sultan.
[We locate copies at Birmingham, London School of Economics, Oxford, South Carolina, and York.]
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An unparalleled account of the Mughal Empire

Manucci, Niccolao. Storia do Mogor, or Mogul India, 1653-1708.
Translated with introduction and notes by William Irvine. Edited
under the supervision of the Royal Asiatic Society and published for
the Government of India.
, London, John Murray, for the Government of India.
First edition. Four volumes, 8vo (23.5 x 16.6 cm), pp.lxxxix, [1], 386, 13 plates; x, [2], 471, 14
plates; xiv, 509, [1, blank], 17 plates, 3 in colour; xiv, 605, [1, blank], [4, advertisements], 15 plates,
2 large folding tables, folding map in rear pocket. The Indian Texts Series - I. A very good set in
original cloth, elaborately decorated in gilt and colour. Top and bottom of first volume’s spine
worn; rear hinge of fourth volume weakened. [116440]
£1,250

The first full English translation of this remarkable eyewitness account of
the Mughal Empire in the 17th century, compiled by Niccolo Manucci
(1638-1717), a Venetian. Age fourteen, he stowed away on a ship at
Venice. The English Viscount Bellomont, a passenger, took Manucci
under his protection and engaged him as a servant, The viscount was on a
forlorn diplomatic mission to solicit money for the Royalist cause from the
Shah of Persia. Manucci accompanied Bellomont on his travels from
Smyrna to Isfahan. Bellomont’s mission was a catastrophic failure and he
died in the east. Manucci reached Surat in 1656 and travelled to Delhi,
where he met Dara Shikoh, the eldest son of Emperor Shah Jahan.
Manucci enlisted in Dara Shikoh’s service as an artilleryman and fought for
him against his brother Aurangzeb at Lahore, Multan, and Bhakkar. After
Dara Shikoh’s defeat and execution in 1659, Manucci refused to enter
Aurangzeb’s service. He travelled extensively and studied medicine at
Agra. He practised medicine at Lahore from 1670 to 1676 when he
returned to Delhi and took service with Shah Alam, Aurangzeb’s son. In
1682, he fled to Goa and then to Madras. He moved to Pondicherry in
1686, where he remained until his death.
The first part of Manucci’s history gives an account of his journey from
Venice to Delhi and a chronicle of Mughal rulers from Timur to
Aurangzeb’s accession. The second part covers Aurangzeb’s reign from
1659 to 1707, interspersed with the author’s own adventures. The third
part describes the culture and habits of the Mughal court. Manucci lists the

empire’s provinces and their revenues and notes the major roads and
distances; he also includes lengthy descriptions of both Islam and
Hinduism. Whether writing of the death of the eunuch Basant, his first
surgical procedure at Lahore, or a charge by Rajput cavalry, Manucci is an
engaging historian.
Manucci’s history, written by a foreign adventurer who witnessed firsthand
the dramatic intrigues of the Mughal empire over more than fifty years, is
without equal. He wrote from the experience of a life spent travelling
throughout the Mughal empire in numerous capacities, not as a diplomat
who spent a few years at court. He compiled his history in Italian, French,
and Portuguese, and sent manuscripts in all three languages to Europe.
The French and Portuguese manuscripts were acquired by a Jesuit library
at Paris, then dispersed, and are now in Berlin. The Italian manuscripts
remained in Venice.
The majority of this book’s illustrations are reproductions of Mughal
portrait miniatures from an album sent back by Manucci which is now in
Paris.
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Magnificent map of Gwalior

[Map. India. Gwalior]. Fortress and City of Gwalior and
Cantonment of Morar with surrounding country.
, Calcutta, published under the direction of Colonel H.L. Thuillier, SurveyorGeneral of India.
Large folding coloured map, 115 x 143 cm. Scale: 6 inches = 1 mile. Dissected and mounted on
linen. Bound into a contemporary red morocco portfolio, gilt. Portfolio’s upper board detached
but present. Damp stains along edges of dissected panels; some discolouration of map, but mostly
affecting linen backing. Printed compliments slip of the Surveyor-General of India pasted into
portfolio. [206798]
£5,000

This exceptionally large and detailed map shows the mile-long fortress
occupied by barracks, magazine stores and officers’ quarters surrounding a
Jain temple. The Lushkur section to the south contains the Maharaja’s
palace with his gardens a short walk to the east. A new smaller palace is
neighbour to more officers’ quarters and protected by artillery. The
cantonment is neatly set out on the facing hill, with its race course below on
the valley floor. The detail is such that shade trees along the roads are
individually depicted. Infantry and cavalry lines abound. Jacob’s Residency is
shown near the Post Office; Colonel Jacob Petrus (1755-1850) was an
Armenian officer who served with distinction in the Maharaja’s army. At his
death he left an estate of 6 lakhs of rupees in cash and government
securities, and his palatial house in Gwalior.
The map was compiled in the office of the Surveyor General of India from
Captain G.H. Basevi’s Survey of the Fort of Gwalior and country three miles around,
executed in February 1863, and Captain A.B. Melville’s Survey of the
cantonment of Morar executed in 1866-67, together with various sheets of the
Gwalior Topographical Survey.
George Henry Basevi was one of two sons of George Basevi who served in
India. Their father was a second cousin of Benjamin Disraeli. The Jewish
family hailed from Venice, and adopted Christianity when they emigrated to
Britain.
Alexander Brodie Melville (1835-1871) studied at the Thomason College in
Roorkee and was appointed to the Survey of Kashmir where he gained a
reputation as an excellent map-maker and photographer.
johnrandall@booksofasia.com
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Mullahs, mutiny, & counterinsurgency

Mills, H. Woosnam. The Tirah Campaign, Being the sequel to the
Pathan Revolt in North-West India. Compiled, enlarged, and revised
by H. Woosnam Mills from the telegrams and special correspondence
of the "Civil and Military Gazette".
, Lahore, C. and M. Gazette Press.
First edition. 8vo (22 x 14.5 cm), pp.[vi], 248, xlviii, 5 maps, 1 folding. Printed advertisements to
pastedowns. A very good copy bound in original green cloth, stamped in red. Cloth marked. With
binder’s ticket of the Civil & Military Gazette. [206649]
£1,500

The Tirah Campaign was a British punitive expedition in 1897 against the
Afridi and Orakzai tribes, who had rebelled and burned British forts along
the Khyber Pass. The Afridis had received a British stipend to maintain
peace on the border with Afghanistan, but saw their opportunity after
other tribes on the frontier rose in revolt at the beginning of the year. The
Emir of Afghanistan was suspected of supporting these tribal insurrections
but officially disavowed the tribal leaders. The British moved to suppress
the other tribes; Winston Churchill accompanied the relief force which
lifted the tribal siege at Malakand.
With the other mutinous tribes suppressed, the authorities turned to the
Afridis and Orakzais. A mixed force of British and Indian troops, more
than fifty-thousand strong, was placed under the command of Sir William
Lockhart. From October to January Lockhart’s forces systematically
destroyed Tirah’s tribal strongholds, and dispossessed the mullahs
suspected of inciting the tribes to revolt with their doctrine of “jehad”. By
January, 1898, the Afridis and Orakzais were compelled to surrender.
Mills was the government correspondent during this campaign. This book
assembles his original reporting with Lockhart’s despatches, and provides a
comprehensive account of the campaign, albeit one heavily inflected by his
admiration for “British pluck”. It is an invaluable account of British
counterinsurgency operations on the hotly contested North-West Frontier.
Harry Woosnam Mills (1873-11925) joined the staff of the Civil & Military
Gazette in 1895, taking up Rudyard Kipling’s old position with the
newspaper. He spent three years in India, and covered the border troubles

of the 1890s closely, publishing this successful account of the period and
another, both of which were used as textbooks for colonial officers.
[We locate copies at the British Library, Leiden, Minnesota, National Trust (at Bateman’s, inscribed to Rudyard
Kipling), Oxford, and Syracuse.]
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To war against Tipu Sultan with the Mahrattas

Moor, Edward. A Narrative of the Operations of Captain Little's
Detachment, and of the Mahratta Army, commanded by Purseram
Bhow; during the late Confederacy in India against the Nawab Tippoo
Sultan Bahadur.
, London, printed for the author by George Woodfall.
First edition. 4to (26.5 x 22 cm), pp.[iv], xv, [1, blank], 524, [2, index & errata], 7 plates, large
folding map. A good copy in contemporary tree calf, re-backed and re-cornered. Boards a little
rubbed. A little offsetting from plates, but otherwise clean. Ss3-4 (pp.317-320) and Uu3 (pp.333334) torn in margin without loss of text. [203438]
£750

The first book published by Edward Moor (1771-1848), East India
Company officer and writer on Hinduism, who served with the British
forces attached to the allied Mahratta army commanded by Purseram Bhow
during the Third Anglo-Mysore War. The British detachment marched from
Bombay in early May, 1790. They joined the Mahratta army later that month
and advanced slowly but steadily towards Mysore. The joint campaign was a
military success: Darwar and Simoga were besieged and captured, and Tipu
Sultan was forced to negotiate a surrender which ceded territory to the
Mahrattas.
Moor recorded the campaign in great detail, devoted large sections to Indian
culture and custom, and illustrated the book with a map prepared by Major
James Rennell. He described Bijapur, Bangalore, and Canara, and included
notes on such subjects as the custom of chewing Betel, lingham worship,
use of coconuts, the extravagance of Indian princes, Indian prejudice against
the English, sympathies between Islam and Christianity, the East India
Company’s interest in vernacular languages, the political system of the
Mahrattas, and a character sketch of Tipu Sultan.
The final notes are on Indian coinage and are illustrated with two plates of
coins issued by Tipu Sultan, with a third depicting the “zodiac” rupees
issued by the Mughal emperor Jahangir.
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Blood & brutality of 1857, for schoolchildren

[Mutiny]. La Guerre des Indes.
, Metz, Fabrique d’Estampes de Gangel.
Folio (35 x 27.5 cm), ll.4 (blank, thick paper), with four prints (17 x 34.5) pasted onto rectos,
contemporary hand colour and gilt. Eight hand-coloured German prints of nonsense verse pasted
onto the versos of ll.1-2. Disbound. Some surface wear and soiling to prints, but colours bright.
[203628]
SOLD

A most unusual set of French popular prints depicting the 1857 rebellion
and its aftermath, together with children’s prints published at Stuttgart by
Schaal & Wagner, all mounted for use by children.
Each Mutiny print contains multiple captioned vignettes, arranged in rough
chronological order. The largest image depicts the King of Delhi in a
howdah atop an elephant. There are portraits of Sir James Outram, Wajid
Ali Shah, the deposed Nawab of Oudh, and Sir Henry Havelock on his
deathbed.
Indian cavalry, sepoys, British dragoons, and Scottish infantry in kilts are all
portrayed, separately and in combat. Our prints are particularly rich in
violent images. A sepoy bludgeons British women to death, another throws
bodies down a well, another bayonets a British civilian, and a squad fires on
a British family. The British are shown hanging an anonymous rajah,
deposing the Nawab of Oudh, and bayoneting Indian troops.
Charles-Nicolas Gangel (1820-1879) was a publisher of prints and games at
Metz, active from 1840 until his death. In 1859, he entered into partnership
with Adrien-Népomucène Dembour, which dates this series to 1858.
[We locate no other sets.]
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31 “they were armed with tulwars but could do nothing
against the bayonets of the Sikhs”
Newman, Henry, compiler. Umra Khan and the Chitral campaign of
1895. Compiled from the Civil and Military Gazette.
, Lahore, Civil and Military Gazette Press.
First edition. 12mo (18 x 12.5 cm), pp.[vi], 128. Bound in modern buckram. Marginal tear to pp.9596, text unaffected, and final leaf soiled and chipped. With the exlibris of Gerald Sattin. [80635]
£1,500

A detailed contemporary account of the 1895 Chitral campaign, which saw
the British fort at Chitral besieged by the combined forces of the Pathan
chieftain Umra Khan and Sher Afzal, pretender to the throne of Chitral. Dr
Robertson, the British agent at Chitral, and a small force of the 14th Sikhs
and 4th Kashmir Rifles held the fort for six weeks under prolonged attack.
An enemy effort to mine the British walls was successfully countermined:
four volunteers from the 14th Sikhs leapt into the hole, where the enemy
“were armed with tulwars but could do nothing against the bayonets of the
Sikhs.”
The Government sent two forces to relieve the fort; the first, smaller
column under Colonel James Kelly, managed to cross through the
mountainous terrain in wintry conditions and reached Chitral on 20 April.
But it was the approach of the second, larger column under General Low
which drove the besieging Pathans and Chitralis into retreat.
Umra Khan had risen from a penniless Pathan hajji in 1880 to a chieftain
commanding a force of thousands by 1895, a real threat to British authority
in the North-West Frontier region. He fled to Afghanistan, where he died in
1903. Sher Afzal was captured and sent into exile in India by the British,
who installed his nephew, Shuja al-Mulk, as the ruler of Chitral.
Henry Newman (1871-1942), was assistant editor of the Civil & Military
Gazette; he later published articles for the Calcutta Statesman as “Kim”, was
a war correspondent in Afghanistan, China, and Tibet, where he
accompanied the Younghusband expedition to Lhasa.
[We locate a single copy at the British Library.]
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“its coolness, its beauty,
its abundance of game, fish, and oysters”

Palmer, C., W.G. Murray, & V. Ball. Report on the Hill of
Mahendragiri and the native port of Barwah, in the Ganjam District
of the Madras Presidency; with opinions as to their suitability for
sanataria for Calcutta.
, Calcutta, Fred. Lewis, Calcutta Central Press Company, Limited.
First edition. Folio (34 x 21.5 cm), pp.[ii], 30, 8 mounted albumen prints, 5 leaves of statistics, one
folding, folding plan of Mahendragiri, 2 folding maps. Original cloth, title gilt to upper board. A
little worn, with a few marks. Inscribed by the author to Sir Richard Temple. [206312]
SOLD

A very rare report, compiled by Dr C. Palmer, Surgeon-General of the
Bengal Presidency, advocating the establishment of a hill-station and
sanatorium at Mahendragiri, one of the highest mountain peaks in Orissa
(Odisha), to be served by the port at Barwah (Baruva). The Mahendragiri
hill-station was proposed to serve the European inhabitants of Calcutta
unable to afford long stays at the Himalayan hill-stations.
Palmer undertook a preliminary survey of the site with Captain W.G.
Murray, Assistant Surveyor General, who prepared a report on routes
between Mahendragiri, Barwah, and Calcutta, and V. Ball of the Geological
Survey, who reported on on the geology, soil, water supply, fauna, flora, and
inhabitants of the region. The convenient port already established at Barwah
was key both to the survey expedition and the proposed hill-station.
The photographs document the site in detail, and appear to be the earliest
published of Mahendragiri: from a temple to a picturesque lake, they make a
compelling case for the region’s natural beauty.
Palmer’s proposal was unsuccessful, despite our copy’s careful presentation
to a man of tremendous influence in the government of India. Sir Richard
Temple (1826-1902) was a career civil servant in India, who served as
finance minister from 1868 to 1874.
[We only locate a single copy, in the India Office collection of official publications (V/27/66/137).]
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“sand and blood had formed a sort of red paste”

Pearce, Sidney. Interior of the house at Cawnpore where the
ladies and children were massacred. [with] The Well at Cawnpore.
, [Calcutta], lith[ographe]d at the
Comus Press.
Two lithographed prints: each on a single sheet of thin paper; the first measuring 26.5 x 34 cm
and the second measuring 22.5 x 28.5 cm; each with illustration and detailed caption. The first
lithograph with several short marginal tears, one longer tear to lower edge touching caption. The
second with fold marks and one long, neatly repaired tear. Overall, both in very good condition.
[206805]
£3,850

These vivid prints, after drawings by Sidney Pearce, are almost certainly
the earliest images of the Cawnpore massacre published. Pearce reached
Cawnpore shortly after its recapture by Sir Henry Havelock on 17 July
1857, a day too late to prevent the slaughter of two hundred surviving
European and Anglo-Indian women and children.
Pearce drew the bloody interior of the Bibighar, a prison house in which
the massacre occurred. The sight shocked him: “The floors were slippery
with blood, and the walls daubed with it. The courtyard was soaking; and
in dragging the bodies across it the sand and blood had formed a sort of
red paste.” His drawing shows dark smears of blood, pathetic handprints
on the wall, bonnets, a book, and even a child’s severed foot.
The second drawing depicts the well beside the Bibighar, into which the
corpses were thrown. Pearce’s caption is baldly brutal: “Blood and hair
were visible all along the path. The gallows is seen on the right and scores
of murderers have already expiated their crimes upon it.” The drawing
shows blood and hair smeared along the edge of the well, as well as the
path. The gallows illustrated by Pearce barely hints at the scale of British
reprisals in Cawnpore, which stretched beyond ritual humiliation and
torture to mass executions.
The Comus was a short-lived magazine published at Calcutta from March,
1857, to April, 1858. Pearce identified himself as a lieutenant in the
Calcutta Volunteer Guards in his signature on another print, depicting the
Bibighar’s facade, now in the collection of the National Army Museum.
The Calcutta Volunteer Guards were a civilian militia raised in response to

the unrest of 1857: some members, like Pearce, rode as escorts for the
British supply lines to Cawnpore in July and August of 1857.
Sidney Pearce’s publication of these images in August, 1857, would have
had an inflammatory effect on popular European sentiment in Calcutta.
The events of the summer had left the British embattled and insecure;
week by week news of further uprisings and losses had reached Calcutta.
The Governor-General had promulgated legislation for the control of the
English-language press on 13 June, 1857, to prevent panic. These brutal
images would have increased support for the savage reprisals inflicted on
Indian civilians and soldier alike by British forces. The Bibighar and well
were left in their bloody state for British officers and soldiers to see: these
images brought that violent view to a wider audience. These two
lithographs are remarkable survivals, preceding the photographs of Felice
Beato by almost six months.
[We locate no institutional copies of either lithograph. A copy of the first lithograph, bound in an album of
photographs by Felice Beato, was sold at Christie’s, Lot 253, 19 June 1998.]
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Arabic BCP printed at Calcutta

Pococke, Edward, translator. Kitab al-salawat al-’ammah…
[Book of Common Prayer in Arabic.]
, Calcutta, printed at the press of the Episcopal College.
4to (28.5 x 21.5 cm), pp.[xxxi], [1, blank], (1)-275, [1], [212 of 220]. Printed Arabic text. Bound in
later 19th-century half calf over cloth, paper labels to spine. Some spotting to text, a few quires
toned and heavily spotted. 4U1-2 bound upside down, lacking 4X and 4Y (8 pages), and bound
without the Latin title. With the ex libris of James Windrow Sweetman, Henry Martyn School.
[203916]
£350

A rare Calcutta edition of Pococke’s Arabic translation of the Book of
Common Prayer, which was first published in 1674. Our edition was
presumably intended for use by Anglican missionaries.
James Windrow Sweetman (d.1966) was Vice-Principal of the Henry Martyn
School at Aligarh, and then Professor of Islamic Studies at the Selly Oak
College, Birmingham.
[COPAC records British Library and Cambridge only.]
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Biography of a Hindu warrior-hero & his dynasty

Pogson, Wrendenhall Robert. A History of the Boondelas.
,
Calcutta, Asiatic Lithographic Company, printed at the Baptist Mission Press.
First edition. 4to (28.5 x 22.5 cm), pp.vii, [1, blank], 174, [4, subscribers], [2, errata]; title vignette, 6
lithographic plates, 1 double-page, 3 maps, 1 folding, and folding genealogical chart. Bound in
19th-century half morocco over marbled boards. Somewhat rubbed, upper joint starting. Some
spotting, and two small, internal tears to folds of large map. Author’s ink presentation inscriptions
to the Royal Asiatic Society on initial blank and title, dated February 1830; manuscript note on
blank recording sale as duplicate on 14.11.65. Bookplate of Osmond de Beauvoir Priaulx (18051891) and stamps of the Priaulx Library, Guernsey, on front pastedown. [110201]
Price on request

A history of the Bundelas, a Rajput tribe who ruled several central Indian
states in the region still known as Bundelkhand, compiled by Captain
Wrendenhall Robert Pogson (1787-1843) of the 47th Bengal Native
Infantry.
The first and second parts are a translation from the Hindi Chhatraprakasa
(The Splendour of Chhatra[sal]), a contemporary biography of the Bundela
leader Chhatrasal (1749-1731) written by Lal Kavi. Chhatrasal revolted
against Mughal rule in 1671, and spent the rest of his life either warring
against or serving the Mughal throne.
Pogson compiled the third part of his history from Persian sources and
other documents, including official British records. He planned to conclude
his history with the British occupation of parts of Bundelkhand in 1803, but
in fact includes sources covering the period to 1812.
This book is an interesting, early example of the combined use of two
presses, lithographic and typographic, to produce the first affordable
illustrated books in India. The subscribers’ list records 135 copies, including
5 each for the Governor-General and the College of Fort William and single
copies for several young British lieutenants.
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Emergency repairs at Fort St George

Rawlins, A.W. (H.W.). A memorandum of the early history of Fort
St. George.
, [Madras], published for the Indian Public Works Department, plans
lithographed by J. Dumphy at the Government Press.
First edition. Folio (31 x 20 cm), pp.vi, 31, [1], 2 large folding plans. A very good copy in
contemporary wrappers. [110507]
SOLD

A report and plans for the repair of the fortifications of Fort St George,
Madras, prepared by Captain H.W. Rawlins, appointed as Garrison Engineer
to address serious concerns about the fort’s poor condition. Rawlins’s
report is accompanied by the survey and assessment of the fortifications
prepared the previous year, which noted sections of the wall at risk of
collapse in the next monsoon and the need for an additional 386 cannon to
ensure sufficient artillery. The bulk of this memorandum is a detailed survey
of the fortifications and their state between 1800 and 1851, given section by
section.
[We locate a single copy at the British Library.]
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Governor-General's copy of first major work on thuggee

Sleeman, William Henry. Ramaseeana, or a vocabulary of the
peculiar language used by the Thugs, with an introduction and
appendix, descriptive of the system pursued by that fraternity and of
the measures adopted by the Supreme Government of India for its
, Calcutta, G. H. Huttmann, Military Orphan Press.
suppression.
First edition. 8vo (22 x 11 cm), pp.[ii], v, [1, blank], 270, 515, [1, blank], 3 folding lithographed
genealogical tables. A handsome copy bound in contemporary calf, gilt, with moiré silk
endpapers, by Hatchards. All edges gilt. Corners worn, upper joint cracked, hinge tender. With
Sleeman’s presentation inscription: "To Lord William Cavendish Bentinck, to whose wisdom and
firmness the author considers India to be indebted for the good, which in this Report, is shown
to have been effected, by his measures and under his auspices". Engraved portrait of Bentinck
pasted onto front free endpaper. [79096]
SOLD

The first comprehensive account of the British campaign against thuggee,
the system of organised banditry in India, between 1830 and 1835 under
the direction of Governor-General William Henry Cavendish Bentinck
(1774-1839), compiled by William Henry Sleeman (1788-1856). Sleeman’s
proposals for the eradication of thuggee caught the attention of Bentinck,
who placed him in charge of the anti-thuggee campaign in 1830. In 1835,
Bentinck created the Thuggee Department, to supervise all investigations
and prosecutions of thug activity. Sleeman was appointed its first head.
Later that year Bentinck retired to Britain.

Our copy was presented to Bentinck by its grateful author, finely bound by
Hatchards in elaborately gilt calf.
Sleeman’s book gives an account of thuggee and its historical antecedents,
but the bulk of the text consists of interviews with thug informants, a
lexicon of some six hundred thug terms, reports of arrests, and
correspondence from British officials detailing thug activity and its
suppression.
The extent to which Sleeman exaggerated the threat of thuggee to promote
his own career is still debated, but the system of intelligence-gathering and
prosecution he employed across a large geographical area was one of
modern policing’s ancestors. “Ramasee” was the thugs’ own name for their
secret dialect, based to some extent on Hindi. This work embodies
Sleeman’s supreme self-confidence as he states: “there is no term, no rite,
no ceremony, no opinion, no omen or usage that they have intentionally
concealed from me.”
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A Tamil font from the Imprimerie impériale

[Sonnerat, Pierre]. Notice sur les langues et l'écriture des Indiens,
et sur celles des Tamouls en particulier.
, Paris, J.G. Dentu.
First separate edition. 4to (29 x 21.5 cm), pp.15, [1], 2 plates. French text with some printed Tamil
text. Extrait du Voyage aux Indes et à la Chine. A very good disbound copy, unstitched but neatly
folded together. A little spotting. [119513]
£385

An extract from the 1806 second edition of Pierre Sonnerat’s magnificent
and significant Voyage aux Indes et à la Chine revised by Charles Nicolas
Sigisbert Sonnini de Manoncourt (1751-1812). This chapter is an early
analysis of the Tamil language, with a finely engraved plate of the Tamil
alphabet, and another of an Indian writing on a palm leaf.
This separately printed extract exhibits the fine Tamil font which the
publisher borrowed from the Imprimerie impériale. The 1782 first edition
used a cruder Tamil font.
[We locate copies of this 16-page extract at Minnesota and the Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève. There is a more
common smaller format edition of the same year.]
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Indian mail railway romance

Sutherland, W.A. An innocent thief or a romance of the British Post
Office of India.
, Allahabad, [the author]; printed at The Pioneer Press.
First edition. 8vo (18.5 x 12.5 cm), pp.[4], viii, [1, contents], [1, blank], 300, 7 plates. 250 copies
only printed. Title and last two pages foxed. Title page beginning to separate from text block. Inner
hinge cracked but firm. Two modern paper repairs to preliminary leaves. Overall a good copy in
original cloth with scattered light spotting. [206631]
£350

A scarce novel set on the Indian Railway Mail Service, first published in The
Morning Post, illustrated by the author’s daughter.
[We locate a single copy at the British Library.]
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40 The ten incarnations of Vishnu beautifully depicted
Tagore, Saurindra Mohan. The ten principal avataras of the
Hindus, with a short history of each incarnation and directions for
the representation of the murtii as tableaux vivants.
, Calcutta, printed by I.C. Bose & Co., Stanhope Press, and published by
the author; plates lithographed by Kristobury Das.
First edition. 4to (30.5 x 24.5 cm), pp.[iv], ii, [4], 157, [1, blank], 12 lithographed plates mounted on
card within purple frames, with tissue guards. Text with inprinted frames; printed Sanskrit and
music to text. A very good copy bound in contemporary pebbled cloth, rebacked and recornered in
later calf. Title with a few marks; a little spotting to card mounts. Short repaired tear to rear free
endpaper. [116285]
£2,000

A detailed description of each of the ten incarnations of Vishnu and how
they might be represented as “living pictures” or statues (murtis), using
silent, motionless actors, suitably clothed and theatrically lit, compiled by the
eminent Indian musicologist Saurinda Mohan Tagore. He was moved to
write this book by his success in staging performances of classical Indian
music’s six principal ragas.
Tagore’s desire to promote wholesome ‘family entertainment’ in the 19thcentury Bengali theatre was another reason: “Such exhibitions, in which
everything is national and nothing borrowed – the subject-matters of which
are as familiar as household words to every native – which every Bengali
lady and hild may see without disapproval, but which ought to be entirely
free from those objectionable elements which at present destroy the
usefulness of the existing theatre companies.”
Each incarnation’s description is given together with accompanying Sanskrit
text and musical notation. Each incarnation described is accompanied by a
finely lithographed drawing; the final plate illustrates all ten of Vishnu’s
incarnations.
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Young British officer’s unvarnished views in India

Thurlow, Edward Hovell, Major. Etchings in India and the
Himalayas. [with] From Calcutta to England via the Cape. In the ship
Henry Lawrence. Dec.1866 to March 1867. E.H.T. [and] Sketches on
board the P and O steamer between Southampton + Alexandria.
, India, England, Egypt, and at sea,.
Folio album (53 x 36 cm), with 178 pen and ink drawings, a few heightened with wash and colour,
each cut from an earlier album, retaining card mounts and detailed manuscript captions, and
remounted on 45 card leaves, with 3 further drawings cut and remounted on a loose sheet of card,
slipped in at rear. The smallest drawings measure 5 x 3.5 cm and the largest 40 by 30 cm, with one
folding panorama on 3 sheets measuring 10 x 54 cm: the majority are 10 x 18 cm. With two
pictorial section titles, one in pen and ink, the other, smaller, in watercolour, and a third section
title in manuscript. Bound in turn of the century red buckram, with gilt title to upper board
“E.H.T. India”. Cloth rubbed. Earlier card mounts spotted, with occasional stains to drawings, and
one drawing with early tape remount, but the drawings themselves generally in very good
condition, colours bright, and free from tears or loss. [206298]
£10,000

A Victorian artillery officer’s album of sketches and watercolours of his
service in India, his return home by ship from Calcutta to Gravesend, and
his tour of Egypt, all between 1866 and 1867, each group of drawings with
its own separate title. Our album offers a vivid series of snapshots of a
young British officer’s life, leavened by his acerbic artistic eye and captioned
commentary. From the grubby realities of a long sea voyage, to the cut and
thrust of expatriate social life in India, even the absurdity of British tourists
racing their donkeys to the Pyramids, Thurlow’s vigorous lines convey the
realities of experiences which contemporary photography could not capture,
and which most printed accounts elide. Though his figures frequently verge
on caricature, and reveal in their presentation of Egyptians and Indians the
easy prejudices of Hovell’s perspective, his sense for British foibles is
unsparing.
Edward Hovell Thurlow (1839-1925) was educated at the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, and commissioned into the Royal Artillery as a
lieutenant in 1856. In 1875 he was promoted to major and married
Georgina Dodd; by 1884 he had retired to Shaw House, Newbury.
The first group of drawings in our album depict Hovell’s service with the
Royal Artillery’s Horse Brigade, stationed at Meerut, the earliest of which is
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dated February 1866. Thurlow remained in Meerut until August of that
year. He made an excursion by carriage to Delhi, and also visited Agra.
He was part of a military escort for the Collector of Meerut, the senior
British civil servant responsible for the city and its environs. A series of
drawings depict the Collector in his full dress, and his gradual removal of
layers in camp. Thurlow’s final drawing depicts the Collector in nothing
but leather slippers and red shorts, smoking his pipe and contemplating
the prospect of a bath.
The constant struggle between British officers and their Indian servants
are a theme; from pranks played on sleeping punkahwallahs to the trials
of a servant charged with waking his employer at four thirty in the
morning, before the day’s heat, to the challenges posed by pitching tent in
high winds, a litany of small failures and frustrations are neatly captured
here.
In August 1866, Thurlow departed Meerut for the Himalayas, and his
drawings from this period capture the scrabbling journey up narrow
mountain roads, the change in scenery and local architecture, and the

sweeping expanse of natural beauty which he experienced. He spent time
at Simla, in October, and Mussoorie, in August, and his drawings of these
two hill stations capture the thrum of British social life, and mark a shift
from bachelor existence at Meerut and in the field. A folding panorama of
the Mall at Simla captures the social promenade, with its mixture of young
men and women, mounted, afoot, or carried in a sedan chair, all in merry
pursuit of each other, while a large drawing of the Anglican church at
Mussoorie after Sunday service, suggests a more pious atmosphere. One
smaller Simla drawing shows a sharply dressed young man, complete with
monocle, sprinting away from a house after presenting his card.
By November 1866, Thurlow was at Calcutta, preparing to return to
England, and here he sketched the bazaars, street life, and harbour.
The second group of drawings show Thurlow’s voyage from Calcutta to
Gravesend. He sailed down the Hooghly in December 1866, and sketched
carrion birds, boats, and scenes from the riverbank, including bathing
women, as he passed. Aboard ship, he depicted the single goose held for
Christmas dinner, his cramped cabin, and the variety of characters who
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sailed with him. Passengers read and drank to pass the time; at points, heat
compelled them to sleep on the deck. A gale caught the ship by the Cape,
and Thurlow sketched a number of dramatic scenes of the ship amidst the
storm and its aftermath, with a dismasted ship left drifting. Thurlow’s final
drawing shows the fulsome greeting given to him by a waiter at the Falcon
Hotel, Gravesend, in 1867.
The final and smallest group of drawings, undated but titled in manuscript,
depict Thurlow’s tour to Egypt aboard an unnamed P&O steamer, most
likely in 1867. The party he accompanied were similarly young and single,
with the exception of one “Mrs Curzon”, and his drawings of the trip
include scenes such as one of three young male passengers out on the town
in Malta at two in the morning; a smaller vignette depicts a fourth
passenger asleep in a deck chair after a night on shore. In Egypt the party
visited the Pyramids and Edfu. A long drawing on two sheets shows the
entire party, mounted on small donkeys, each passenger identified in the
caption, galloping after Miss Russell towards the Pyramids, one of the men
gripping his parasol. Another drawing depicts two passengers on a Cairo
street, one assailed by beggars, the other beating them off with his fists.
Midnight tours across the desert, hijinks among the archaeological marvels
at Edfu, and a satirical observation in two drawings of heavy drinking in
the saloon and the ladies’ cabin alike suggest a youthful jolly abroad.
Our album shows Edward Hovell Thurlow’s life in India, Egypt, and
England, as he chose to illustrate and caption it from 1866 to 1867.
Though an amateur artist, his focus on the day-to-day and sharp eye render
this album an important documentary resource on the nature of Victorian
travel and military life in British India in the aftermath of 1857.
[The National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, holds an earlier album by Thurlow (ZBA4737) depicting his
voyage from Gravesend to Calcutta in1865.]
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Educating a Maharaj

[Tivari, Jageshwar Prasad] J.P.D.. A juvenile history of Charkhari.
By a native servant of the state.
, Benares, published by Babus Ganes
Das & Co., and printed by E. J. Lazarus & Co. at the Medical Hall Press.
First edition. 8vo (23 x 14 cm), pp.[vi], vi, iii, [2], [1, blank], iv, 121 [but 113], [1, blank], [42], 2
folding genealogical tables. With printed text in devanagari and naskh. A very good copy bound in
contemporary Indian roan over pebbled cloth, a little worn. Front free endpaper worn, title-page
and a few leaves spotted. Presentation inscription pasted onto the front pastedown, from the
author “with many respectful compliments” to Lieut. Col. V. E. Law, “Resident with the Amir of
Cabul.” [205991]
£1,500

A peculiar book, compiled by the tutor to the Maharaj of Charkhari, a small
princely state. Maharaj Malkhan Singh Ju Deo took the throne as a minor in
1880 after the suicide of his father, Jai Singh Deo, whose mental illness and
misrule lead to direct British administration and imposition of a political
agent during the young Maharaj’s minority.
Tiwari’s text includes a regnal history of Charkhari, leavened with moralising
tales of the young Maharaj’s ancestors. The bloody events of 1857 are
described in some detail, as is the savage intrigue of the 1860s and 1870s
during the minority and reign of Jai Singh Deo, much of which Tiwari
witnessed. Though broadly supportive of British policy, Tiwari’s account is
surprisingly frank in its assessment of the court and its figures. His
description of the suicide of Jai Singh Deo, and the sixteen hours it took for
the late Maharaj to die by poisoning, is harrowing.
Of added interest is the detailed description of the Maharaj’s curriculum, the
texts used, both in Urdu and English, and the difference Tiwari sees
between educating a prince and commoner. Prior to his appointment as
royal tutor, the author served as headmaster of the state school.
Gossipy, vituperative, and detailed, this book provides a fascinating glimpse
of the life of a young Indian prince under the Raj.
V.E. Law, to whom our copy was presented, had served as the British agent
at Charkhari early in the young Maharaj’s minority. The rarity of this book
suggests that Tiwari may have intended to use it as a means of strengthening
his own position at court, by soliciting the favour of the British
administration.
[We locate copies at the British Library and Library of Congress only.]
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Translator’s copy of the first English
translation of the Ramcharitamanasa

Tulsi Das; Frederic Salmon Growse, translator. The Ramayana of
Tulsi Das. Translated from the original Hindi. By F.S. Growse.
, Allahabad, North-Western Provinces and Oudh Government Press;
photographic plates printed by the London Autotype Company.
Revised and illustrated. 4to (28 x 22 cm), pp.[vi], xx, 2, 572, 14, frontispiece, 16 photographic
plates, 1 double-page. Title printed in red and black. A very good copy bound in contemporary
cloth-backed boards, printed in red and black, by the Gove Press, Allahabad. Remnants of
contemporary paper labels on spine. Armorial bookplate of Frederic Salmon Growse on front
free endpaper, author’s compliments slip pasted onto title. Later presentation inscription from
J.G. Growse to Hugh E. Growse on front pastedown. [116347]
£2,500

The first illustrated edition of the complete English translation of the
Ramcharitamanasa, a vernacular Hindi retelling of Valmiki’s Ramayana, the
great Sanskrit epic, composed by Tulsi Das (1532-1623), Hindu poet-saint.
Tulsi Das’s text remains one of the great works of Indian vernacular
literature, of which Growse was a champion.
Frederic Salmon Growse (1836-1893) spent most of his working life as the
collector of Mathura, a pilgrimage and worship site for Krishna. He first
published this English translation in parts from 1877 to 1880; a four
volume second edition was published between 1880 and 1881. Our copy is
from the first illustrated edition.
The frontispiece and three of the plates are after photographs of
“Chitrakut” (Chitrakoot) and locales associated with Tulsi Das, taken by an
unnamed “local native photographer”, commissioned by Growse.
Chitrakoot, first recorded in Valmiki’s Ramayana, was where Ram, Sita, and
Lakshman were exiled, a place of great natural beauty and abundance.
Tradition has it that all three appeared to Tulsi Das by the banks of the
Mandakini river. The images published in our copy appear to be among
the first photographs of this holy site produced. One plate reproduces a
lithographed drawing of the wrath of Shiva by “a Bengali artist of some
promise, who came and settled at Mathura when I was there but died
shortly afterwards.”

The remaining thirteen plates are after the miniatures of a finely
illuminated manuscript in the collection of the Maharaja of Benares, who
kindly supplied Growse with photographic negatives.
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First English translation of the Ramcharitamanasa

Tulsi Das; Frederic Salmon Growse, translator. The Ramayana of
Tulsi Das. Translated from the original Hindi by F.S. Growse.
, Cawnpore, Commercial Union Press.
Fifth edition, revised and corrected. Three volumes, 8vo (21 x 13 cm), pp.[ii], xxii, 224; [ii], 228;
[ii], 252, ii (errata leaf), 4 (press opinion), portrait (of Growse). A very good set bound in
contemporary pebble cloth. Volume III with stamps of the Theosophical Society Brighton; their
ink and pencil shelfmarks on pastedowns, and traces of their bookplates. Erased stamps to final
pages of all three volumes. [69289]
£1,000

The first octavo edition of Growse’s English translation of the
Ramcharitamanasa, a vernacular Hindi retelling of Valmiki’s Ramayana, the
great Sanskrit epic, composed by Tulsi Das (1532-1623), Hindu poet-saint.
His epic enjoys enduring popularity across the whole of Northern India.
Growse’s translation benefited from the assistance of two local pundits,
Chaube Bihari Lal of Ranchi and Benche Lal of Mainpuri, to whom he
referred “all doubtful passages” and who possessed “a wider acquaintance
with early and mediaeval Hindi literature than any one I have met since I
have been in the country.” The early drafts of this English translation were
corrected by W.F. Johnson, an American Presbyterian missionary stationed
at Allahabad.
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“unencumbered by lengthy disquisition”

Wynch, P.M. [Paul Marriott], translator. The Daya-Crama-Sangraha,
an original treatise on the Hindoo Law of Inheritance.
, Calcutta, printed by Philip Pereira, at the Hindoostanee Press.
First edition. 4to, pp.[ii], iv, 133, [1, blank], 49, [1, blank], 15, [1, blank], 2, folding genealogical
chart. With printed Sanskrit text in Bengali script. A very good, clean copy bound in later
buckram. With bookplate and label of the University of London, their pencil shelf-mark on title.
[10379]
£1,500

The Sanskrit text and English translation of the Dayakramasangraha by
Krishna Tarkalankara Bhattacharya, an important legal commentary on the
Dayabhaga, published to assist "those entrusted with the due administration
of justice in the Province of Bengal". This commentary is an exhaustive
survey of inheritance law in Hinduism. The British judicial system in India
relied on local jurisprudence in many of its courts.
Our book would have acted as a crib for a British official unable to read
the original, and lacking the time to tackle the longer text of the Dayabhaga:
Wynch aimed for a text “unencumbered by lengthy disquisition”.
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